WHAT’S NEW AT KAHOOT!? 
Make learning awesome and homework, too!
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KAHoot! Background
Kahoot!’s mission is to **unlock the deepest potential of each and every learner**, of all ages and in all contexts. We do that by making learning fun, magical, inclusive, engaging and shareable through games.
**Quick Facts**

- **Kahoot!** is a game-based learning platform that has become a global pop culture phenomenon!
- Kahoot! has **50 million** monthly active users, and more than 30 million users alone in the U.S.
- Kahoot! is played in more than **180 countries in the world**.
- Kahoot!’ers are most numerous in the U.S., UK and Australia.
- There are more than **20 million public games** available in our public library.
- As of April 2017, **110 million kahoots have been played** on our platform.
KAHoot! Studio: Ready-to-Play Games
"I’d play Kahoot! more often if it was quicker to create or find great, relevant games.

#1 reason why teachers play Kahoot! less than they’d like to
Free collections of original, curriculum-aligned kahoots, based on the U.S. K-12 standards.

Accessible right from the Kahoot! start page and ready to play!

More collections coming in 2017: Science, ELA (English Language Arts), History and Geography, in line with the most common U.S. K-12 standards.
CUSTOMIZE KAHOOTS

1. Save kahoots as favorites, or duplicate them to make your own edits to the games - e.g., to fit a different standard you’re using.

2. Preview answers in each question.

3. Edit the time for each question, change wording, translate question or edit answer alternatives.

4. Remove or add new questions to the kahoot.
WE'RE LOOKING FOR CONTRIBUTORS!

Interested in contributing to new collections in Kahoot! Studio as a freelancer?

Reach out to us through the contact form on kahoot.com/partners/studio
With Kahoot! Studio collections, it takes no more than 20 seconds to get ready to play!
THE NEW MOBILE APP: QUICK TOUR
1. Homescrn
2. Single player
3. Challenges
4. Results
Featured kahoots curated by our team.

Active challenges that are in progress. Slide sideways to see more.

Search among more than 20 million public kahoots.

Number of wins that the player has.

“Top picks” is a list of recommended kahoots. Scroll down to see more.

Join a kahoot with game PIN.

Log in or sign up, manage profile and see game history.
JOIN GAMES HOSTED IN CLASS

Classic Kahoot! experience for games hosted live:

- Enter game PIN
- Type your nickname
- Questions appear on a shared screen
- Look up and use the phone as a game controller to answer the questions
Sample questions will give you an idea if this is Kahoot is relevant for you.

Navigation button that will take you back to the home screen.

Key numbers related to the game: how many times it was played, how many people favorited it and how many questions it includes.

Kahoot title, description and creator’s name.

Hit “Play” button to give this game a go as single player or create a challenge.
GAME MODE

Choose if you want to play against the Curious K!rew, our virtual players

Or create a challenge to share this kahoot with your students, friends or family.
The leaderboard with progress bars. Showing how far the players have gotten in the quiz.

Displaying the number of participants in the kahoot and time remaining in this challenge.

Tap **Show more** to preview the first few questions.

The kahoot is split into rounds of 3 questions. If you're interrupted, you can continue where you left off!

Unlocked rounds of questions.
How many players participated.

Green circles represent the correct answers, and red circles the ones that were answered incorrectly.

Play again or challenge others? Let’s go!

Winners on the podium with their scores.

Your place on the final scoreboard is highlighted in orange, followed by your score.
1. Homescreen
2. Single player
3. Challenges
4. Results
SINGLE PLAYER MODE

Single player:

- Useful for revision and practice.
- Play against the Curious K!rew, virtual players based on real game data.
- Games are split into bite-size rounds of 3 questions each: if you can’t complete the game, you can come back and continue where you left off.
PRACTICE GAME

Practice game:

● After playing a live kahoot or a challenge, a player can replay the game for reinforcement.
● After completing a challenge, swipe to the right to play again.
● Players will compete against their previous scores and scores of other players.
● This is a great way to practice and repeat the topic in the challenge.
● Players can practice with the same game as many times as they want.
Open a kahoot you like - for example, one you made yourself under “My Kahoots” or found in search.

Create a challenge by clicking on the Challenge button.
SET A DEADLINE FROM THE DETAILS PAGE

Choose the deadline for the challenge. Tap **Next** to get the sharing options.
SHARE A CHALLENGE FROM THE DETAILS PAGE

1. Copy the link to share it with yourself or your students.
2. The game pin to be shared with participants.
3. Share the challenge link to Google Classroom.
Sending a challenge

- Tap the **Challenge friends** button to create a challenge.
- It generates a link or a game PIN that you can share on messengers, by email, etc.
- When the receiver clicks on challenge link, it will open directly in the app OR he/she will be prompted to install the app.

---

**SENDING HOMEWORK FROM THE APP**

---

**K!**
Receiving a challenge

- The following screen appears for the challenges.
- The participants will be asked to download the app if they don’t have it installed on their device.
- Remember, challenges are more fun if you invite many friends to the same challenge.
Click on Account and choose My Results to find the results of the challenge.

The scores of the participants are updated as they play and added to the results as they are completed. It happens in real time.
KAHoot! Studio

- Collections of original, curriculum-aligned kahoots, based on the U.S. K-12 standards.
- Free kahoots accessible right from the Kahoot! start page and ready to play!
- Collections coming in 2017: Science, ELA (English Language Arts), History and Geography, in line with the most common U.S. K-12 standards.
- Save the kahoots as favorites, or duplicate kahoots to adjust them to your needs.
- Want to join us as a contributor to Kahoot! Studio? Reach out to us through the contact form on kahoot.com/partners/studio
• Playing after class, you can see questions and answers on the phone - no need for a 2nd screen.
• Students play kahoots in the app either alone for learning and revision, or they can challenge their friends and family.
• Facilitates continuous learning loop - get back in the game after the class!
• Make homework awesome - fun, playful and enjoyable
• Practice makes perfect: send kahoots to students for revision.
THANK YOU!
Have fun Kahoot!'ing :)